
How to use your CDF 's

Tune into the energy of your CDF

How does it feel to feel (insert CDF)? Feel the feelings of your

CDF. Make a conscious effort to feel that feeling every day.

 

• Think of all the ways you already feel your CDF. Say your

CDF is abundance, think of the ways you are already

abundant. Maybe you have a closet full of clothes, more than

you could wear in a week. You have an abundance of clean

running water at your disposal. You are abundant with healthy

nourishing food in your fridge. 

 

• Every morning and evening recite your Core Desired

Feeling's as a mantra ex. "I am Love, I am Abundant, I am

Bliss." 

 

• Write your CDF’s all over the house on a sticky note, place

them in areas you frequently visit (like the fridge, bathroom,

your bedroom.) Everytime you look at your CDF's feel into

them. 
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How to use your CDF 's
Cont 'd

Use your CDF’s to make a decision

Another great practice is making choices using your CDF’s.

 

• When faced with a decision use your CDF's to guide your

choice. Say you have the choice to stay home or go to a

party. Ask yourself if you go to the party will I feel (insert

CDF’s here) If I stay home will I feel (insert CDF’s here?) You

can use them to make any decision!

 

Make a list of when you feel your CDF’s

 

• Write down all of your CDF’s and underneath each one write

down 5-10 things that make you feel that feeling and then

make the effort to do those on a regular basis ☺
 

Use your CDF's to manifest

 

• Think of a goal you have or something you want. How will

you feel when you get that thing? Tune into those feelings on

a daily basis to manifest your desire sooner! 
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